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New Year's Day Snowshoe in Wilks Woods

January 1

New Year's Day began
simply as we tromped
along a familiar loop.
Fresh snow blanketed the
slopes and trees. The trail
had been recently tracked,
providing a solid base.
A familiar group of
upended rock slabs,
known as Stonehenge,
and reddish-brown
ponderosa pine trunks
reassured us that we were
on the right path.
Inevitably, we reached
Nancy's favorite - The
Neverending Hill. Soon

intrepid snowshoers braving the cold on New Year's Day
Lyle Grisedale

Daryl building a fire to warm us

Lyle
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Ken Nahm

we had a little fire going at the top of Lot
A, where we toasted the New Year.

looking at the Buttes and the
Purcells from the fire place
Lyle

looking at Bootleg Mtn. from just below
Whisky Jack Summit
Lyle
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Marianne leading the pack to the summit

Lyle

On up Dean's trail, through Cat Pass and
to the top of Whisky Jack. Signed the log
book, rested on the bench, surveyed the
expanse.
Backtracked, descended, traversed and
climbed over to Sunflower Hill, another
fine vantage point. With the St. Eugene
community, the mouth of the St. Mary
River and Fort Steele in the foreground,
the mountains and trench stretched
across the scene.

Dean's snow covered Cairn at the summit of
Whisky Jack
Lyle

A cup of tea and a snack
back at base camp, 3401
Wilks Rd, concluded the
first trip of the year. See
you next year.
Daryl Calder

frost covered trees and a beautiful blue sky

Lyle
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nice light appearing on the tops of the trees as the sky clears

Lyle
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Confluence Crunch

March 4

The calendar declared
March Forth, so off we
went.

Lyle Grisedale
Gerry Warner
A handful of naturalists and one guest strapped on snowshoes. We made our way along the
traditional Confluence Crunch route. For the third time
in four years, conditions were suitable for a little
adventure into a semi-wild pocket just west of
Marysville. Here, Matthew Creek flows south to join
the east flowing Saint Mary River, providing some
textbook examples of fluvial processes and features.

Lyle

Gerry
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Gerry Warner

The managed forests along the way
provided good examples of how individual
trees respond to different growing
conditions. It was encouraging to see the
robust growth of several species of trees,
including ponderosa pine and western
larch, which were likely planted within the
last two decades. Towards the toe of the
gently sloping alluvial fan, the land
levelled off before dropping steeply down
to river level. Evidently, some sort of agent
had created this mysterious feature. Our
trail, which had been established a couple
of days earlier, provided a safe route down
to river level. Here we found a quiet pond
occupying an old flood channel.

Soon, the dark waters of the St. Mary River could be seen and heard, accompanied by the musical
song of the American Dipper. Not just one little round, dark bird, but five dippers proved that we
were in the midst of high quality habitat. Our trail wound through a tall forest of healthy conifers
with some overmature black cottonwoods. This somewhat unique forest is composed of Douglasfir, western red cedar, hybrid spruce, subalpine fir, western larch and lodgepole pine, as well as
such deciduous trees as western paper birch,
trembling aspen and cottonwood. With a bit of a
search, it is likely that western hemlock, ponderosa
pine and western white pine could be found in this
12 species mix.

Lyle

Gerry
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After clattering across snow covered boulders near the water's edge, we turned north up the
snowy bed of Matthew Creek. The steep west bank had been eroded, showing different sediments.
Near the top, in a silty layer capped by a half meter of gravel, the round, deep burrow of a Belted
Kingfisher was obvious. Interpretation of the thick, silty layer helped clarify the mystery of the
sudden, steep slope at the toe of the alluvial fan. Following the most recent glaciation, a glacial
lake had occupied this valley.
A varve is a light/dark pair of sedimentary layers deposited in a glacial lake. The light layer usually
consists of silt and fine sand deposited when meltwater carries a sediment load into the lake.
During winter months, when meltwater decreases and the lake surface freezes, fine, clay sized
sediment particles form a dark coloured layer.
Varves can accumulate over the years to form
a deposit many meters thick. The varves we
saw were two to three cm wide, forming a
deposit of about six meters. Varves are
important in studies of past climate change.
The concept of an annual rhythm of
deposition is at least two centuries old. About
100 years ago, it was discovered that varve
sequences could be matched across long
distances, by examining variations in varve
thicknesses and patterns. This is similar to
dendroclimatology, which matches tree ring
sequences to understand past climate.

varves

web image

At the confluence we could see that the
bottom of the ancient glacial lake was
perhaps 15 meters higher than the
present St. Mary Lake level. Subsequent
erosion has cut through the thick
sediment layer exposing the varves and
causing the steep dropoff along our trail.
So the ancient glacial lake was the cause
of our mysterious feature!
Daryl Calder

Gerry Warner
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Duck Nest Boxes at Elizabeth Lake

March 10
Eight duck boxes were placed
around Elizabeth Lake in the
fall of 2014. Two boxes on
the west side of the lake were
examined in April 2016 by
Greg, Myra and the
Cranbrook Boys and Girls
Club. Both boxes were found
to have been used by cavity
nesting ducks.

crossing the lake to work on next nest boxes

Helga Knote

On March 10 of this year
seven Rocky Mountain
Naturalists met at Elizabeth
Lake to do an inspection of

What's inside?

Greg Ross

the boxes again. Of the eight boxes, six
had indication of use by cavity nesting
ducks. What we saw in these boxes

working way up high

Helga
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consisted of the original three inches of
wood shavings, an abundance of white
down, finely crushed green/blue duck egg
shells and the odd unhatched egg (5.7 cm
[2 ¼”] long).

inside a well-used duck nest box

Helga

One of the boxes that was not used by a
cavity nester was likely used by a Northern
Flicker, evident by the abundance of
Northern Flicker feathers and feces (ducks
don’t leave feces in the nest). We also
noticed that a couple of the boxes likely
housed Northern Flickers through the
winter, evidenced by the presence of the
odd Northern Flicker feather and lack of
feces (flickers don't leave feces when
they're just roosting).

In addition to the boxes from the Rocky
Mountain Naturalists, there were three boxes put

a duck egg up close

Helga

pruning branches near one of the nest boxes
Helga
removing a nest box from fallen tree

Helga
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up in the years prior to ours being put up. One of these boxes was about 8 meters from one of ours
(#8) and may have been used as a decoy. It had three
duck eggs (still whole – unhatched), possibly left by
its owner to keep other ducks away from the primary
nest. Another nest box that was installed prior to the

in the decoy nest: unhatched eggs

Helga

Naturalists was unused and on a wobbly dead tree.
We moved it to a stable neighboring tree.
It was a nice day to be out. The sun shone brightly on
the snow, and we were able to cross the lake on foot.
Thanks to all the Naturalists who came out. It made
the job a fun experience and one to learn and
appreciate from.
Katrin Powell

Helga

on the east shore of Elizabeth Lake
Helga

checking a box's contents

Helga
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East Kootenay Native Junipers

Native plants of a region are the plants that grow naturally in that region. So the native junipers of
the East Kootenay are (usually) the junipers we find out in the wild and not those most nurseries
sell for the purpose of planting in gardens.
We have three kinds (species) of native
juniper in our region. All junipers are
evergreen, and all are conifers. The blue to
whitish things we call juniper berrries,
borne by all junipers, are actually fleshy
cones, each with several fleshy cone scales
and with seeds inside.
The tallest species is the Rocky Mountain
juniper (Juniperus scopulorum). It can be
green to greyish green, usually a small to
medium tree but often growing in the form

Rocky Mountain juniper

web image

Rocky Mountain juniper bark

Rocky Mountain juniper

web image

web image

of a shrub (with many stems). The small
branches are covered with scale-like leaves. Bark
is thin and shreddy. The tallest registered in the
province (the "BC champion"), growing near
Cranbrook, is about 14 meters tall.
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The second tallest species is the common
juniper (Juniperus communis). It is usually
up to one meter tall, although it grows to
two meters in some locations. Leaves are
spiky, making this shrub a poor choice to
grab onto when you need a handhold.

common juniper

creeping juniper

web image

web image

The shortest, around here, is the creeping juniper (Juniperus
horizontalis). This plant creeps along the ground, getting only
about 30 cm tall. Leaves are like those of Rocky Mountain
juniper, but more yellow-green. It can hybridize with Rocky
Mountain juniper.
If you want to learn scientific names, knowing their meanings
might help you remember them. The website at http://
BC champion RM juniper
www.winternet.com/%7Echuckg/dictionary.html lists names
used for many alpine plants with their Greek and Latin
Gerry Warner
meanings. You could also do a web search for "botanical
names" or "meanings of botanical names" to find other websites that may be of help to you (and
allow you to compare so you are not fooled by fake information or alternative facts).
Susan Walp
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Spotted at Elizabeth Lake on March 13

One of these birds is not like the others.

Stewart Wilson

Here it is up close - a Great Horned Owl.
Stewart

Five hours later, it was still in the tree.
Stewart
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Still later, it was posing on another branch, with a clear view.
Helga Knote

h

Helga
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Internet Links
The website for Rocky Mountain Naturalists can be found at:
http://www.rockymountainnaturalists.org/
It has a calendar of events, a blog with photographs, archived newsletters, and more.
Make sure you are up to date on the latest techniques for keeping yourselves safe in the wild. Visit
this site now and then to see how the science has given us new information.
www.wildsafebc.com
BC Big Tree Registry http://bcbigtree.ca This site lists the BC champions of various species, among
other information.
Botanical names http://www.winternet.com/%7Echuckg/dictionary.html

Curlew locations http://birdscanada.org/research/speciesatrisk/index.jsp?targetpg=lbcu

Mystery Photo from winter issue

Joseph Creek coming out of Baker
Park before going under 1st Street
South
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Mystery Photo

Why is this House Finch yellow instead of red?
Please send your answer to rmnatskestrel@gmail.com by June 1. The answer will be reported in
the next issue of The Kestrel.
Please submit your mystery photo and write-up to
rmnatskestrel@gmail.com by June 1 for the summer issue of the
newsletter.
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Field Trips
Leader responsibilities:
Take radios and first aid kits.
Find a replacement leader if necessary.
Keep the group together.
All leaders must have trip waiver forms [available from Paula] in case any nonmembers come along on the trip. Non-members must sign, and forms must
be returned to Paula. Non-member insurance costs $2.00.
Make sure everybody leaves the parking area safely.
Get someone to write an account of the field trip for the newsletter. Send it in to
rmnatskestrel@gmail.com, along with pictures, as soon as possible.
Carpoolers: Please offer to chip in for gas. On a round trip with a driving time of under an
hour the compensation should be $5.00 and on a round trip with a driving time of
an hour or more the compensation should be $10.00.
No dogs on field trips, please
Upcoming Events

These are events planned at the present time. Watch your inbox for more
details, possible changes and additional events.

Graveyard
Club Camp 2018
Big Tree
Cactus Mountain

April
Tuesday
May 29 to Friday
Sunday
June 3
Saturday
June 23

June 1

RMNats meetings - every two months, on the third Wednesday of odd-numbered months
Next meetings Wednesday 16 May
Wednesday 18 July
18

